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x鰯湿尊薩値鏞歡栂黝35凴ど縻吿鑄莢ど割縻鉉割黝僦献

璡35棙●┛榺韋ヘ鼏盲黹35擺●＄綳こ゚ル拴35肄忘声囉麸

羇呪┛印ャ韋 10 鼏莢宗＄詔印暾晒痳聽穀浄櫳35ル垤梏ヌ

羃鬱尹榺鼏擺屋┛ 

1.ュこ゚⁇鷦┛岸僲ゟ以栂黝扱ヲ分蔽豚種＄鉱凴ど縻吿

鑄擺●詔ホ35違押妍消穀浡腰┛Ŭ横覇痳妍栂黝櫲湫凴ど

縻吿鑄Ο濕φ艮＄榰濔鼛嬉弥𥿔35擺屋＄渤籾擺屋綳こ゚終

ホ痳35隸掮┛ъ圈モ＄凴ど棙●詔忘覇栂黝櫲梫Ο濕艮結

Μ鶇縻鴦陲35隸掮孛こ゚鬱臨┛

2.袴圀痳瞎こ゚夷σ┛ユ痳35栂≳炊声ŀ曉黝榔旌螞怍＄

郊ヘ殳黝僦凴どボ収┛痳瞎嚏ど'03氊唖遂躑𣙇蜥織▲韋心

綳こ゚嚏ど Wi-Fi┚'03ボ亂БO悲┚▪皿芭虹顆学校法人殿縻胘掲赭

邉殿▲綳こ゚嚏ど籾婉詳⁂�l⁂殿▲綳こ゚籾弥35⁂�l⁂

THE COMPLETION OR REFURBISHMENT OF A  

modern business jet refers to the process by which the cabin is 

finished or reworked. It is a complex project requiring specialized 

skills and artistic talent. Here are 10 tips to help you find the right 

experts and get the ball rolling. 

1. Don’t wait. Assuming the private jet industry continues 

to rebound, available slots for a completion or refurbishment 

project will be limited. Take into consideration that before your 

airplane ever rolls into the completion or refurbishment center, a 

lot of work must be done, much of it requiring your attention. In 

fact, the outfitting process could begin six months or more before 

the airplane arrives at the center.

2. Decide what you want. Meet with your pilot and chief 

mechanic and make a list of what you’d like in the cabin. Do you 

Outfitting your aircraft’s cabin

黝僦凴ど

An airborne lounge, such as 

this one in an Asian motif 

(shown in a computer  

rendering by  AirJetDesigns), 

can offer all the comforts of 

home. To get just the right  

look, consider consulting an

interior designer.
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殿▲痳瞎こ゚夷σ珊35楮押▲綳こ゚薯网僲鑾織＄洛奧?27ぇ

縻斑倍春圈黝▲痳嘆岦夷σ𢿫灼35せ霽┚週ナ掮声ﾃr▲

Ⅵ醸妍痳35ボ収紅δΖ埴＄十痳瞎こ゚夷σ声痳綳こ゚夷σ＄

緯姿鵝弥浡楾芭豪ホ詔ホ龥ゝ覇鵝A35隸掮献嚶縟凴ど┛
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4.暻穗莠𣠽凴ど縻吿鑄Ο濕┛x背彩壟痳彩熳35Ο濕＄

声倦匑擺屋以炊螞怍＄洛凴ど縻吿鑄獪l┚ɚ職垤剣声垤
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𣠽苒棙●鵝醸ヘΜ橊竑35擺屋辞苺高𣠽ボ収声殁梓舮餌

ル岪┛洛┹痳遶穀Y洽籾35ぉ餌岪&＄岪ュこ゚皎ŭ┛ 

You’re not likely to feel 

cramped in a Boeing 

747-8 master suite. This 

proposal was created by 

Greenpoint Technologies. 
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want high-speed Internet connectivity? How about Wi-Fi, a high-

definition entertainment system, moving-map display or Blu-ray 

player? How many video monitors and how large should they be? 

What kind of seats do you want? What about galley amenities 

such as a convection oven or trash compactor? What type of light-

ing, toilet and shower would you prefer? Divide your list into two 

groups–what you want and what you need–so as to make the best 

use of the available budget and time available for the work. Take 

your list with you when you meet with designers and engineers 

from completion and refurbishment centers. 

3. Consider an independent consultant. Independent 

completion and refurbishment consultants are fairly common these 

days, especially with large and complex cabin-outfitting projects. A 

good one can manage the project–from picking the right airplane 

to the final test flight and delivery–and can save you a lot of time 

and expense. Further, independent consultants can work in that 

minefield between what you want and what the completion/refur-

bishment center says it can do. And they understand government re-

quirements as well as the certification process for off-the-shelf items.

4. Shop carefully for a completion or refurbish-
ment center. Visit centers you’re considering and talk with 

key individuals, like the director of completions or refurbishment 

and the heads of the cabinetry and upholstery shops. If the center 

outsources, get the names of suppliers that are likely to be associ-

ated with your project, and talk with them. 

Question the center’s workload and slot availability. Also, ask 

whether the center meets all governmental requirements, and 

whether it is insured and at what level.

覇Ã醽747-835襲
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16g 楮押圴く籾梫 50 ミ花形┛ 

覇凴ど/吿鑄棙●ΟÊ碆穀榺ヘ7/12螌曰紞こ゚┛榺珊痳孛

洩嬉梗𣠽苒＄辞苺6/7掲┚親89┚77蠛┚𠖱噯┚亂Б僲模┚
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𣠽苒誕ο諮ホ3577蠛┚親89┚芭釮声ど芒麌齣┛

6.彩熳麕│黝ε┛洛┹痳35黝僦螌曰ⓔ麹＄𤎼σ蕉鶫Y
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7.𣠽苒肄麸┛弥籾鈑黝ε覇嬉梗𣠽苒隸洩彩熳栂黝35建
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殿26黝＄井淫洩覇僦献聽奩𣙇蜥府楮＄印禾ホ黝僦亂БO

悲⁇つ⁂�声榛醽Б＄縻禾ホ弥繁黝晪顆学校法人殿ユ閘掩紅飴

⁂�声醽Б┛痁ヌ桷├ロ盟声'03氊唖遂躑𣙇蜥禾黝晪週靼

ロ⁂窿窿ﾙ梗穴栄⁂舜＄榺ヘ亼仕詔忘榰洩砒$砒00┛

This lounge galley, a 

computer rendering 

from Loher 

Raumexklusiv, 

features state-of-

the-art technology 

and a striking  

Art Deco design.

References? Every center is likely to have done at least a few 

satisfactory, or even superior, cabin projects. Call some previous 

customers and ask detailed questions. 

The last stage of the selection process involves cutting the choic-

es down to a short list and sending requests for bids. Don’t be sur-

prised if there is a considerable range in the proposals you receive. 

5. Pay attention to design and engineering.  
Once the project gets underway, it’s time to find out whether all 

those ideas on your wish list are even possible–and if they are, 

what they’ll cost. For example, reupholstering old 9g seats will be 

as much as $500,000 less expensive than installing new 16g seats. 

This is a critical point in the completion/refurbishment pro-

cess. Here is where you will make choices covering everything 

from lighting, fabrics, leather, colors and entertainment com-

ponents to the cabin-management system, monitors and carpet. 

There are literally hundreds of details that if not specified early on 

will come back to take a major bite out of your wallet.

The designers and engineers will have their own questions. 

For example, do you plan to make the airplane available for 

charter? If so, the additional wear and tear will dictate the type of 

leather, fabrics, carpeting and wood trim you should select.

6. Think about the next owner. If your cabin is very 

unusual, chances are that it will appeal to a relatively small pool 

of buyers; others will want a price break, because the first thing 

they’ll want to do after purchasing the airplane is have the inte-

rior refurbished.

ラLoher 
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8.孛槀楾梫縟ヘ𪘚┛榺韋餌凊凴ど縻吿鑄擺●槀尹發

胡誕曰禾ホ35鑷®┛弥籾鈑凴ど声吿鑄Ο濕妍莢<ヘΜ擺

屋以炊′縻タ齧ヘΜ肄麸曇朵″覇¤圀35隸掮悗〟擺●槀

楾＄印問較擺屋茣初č行槀≳レゎ浄團纜35こ゚&┛榺茜¤

圀35隸掮毚曰韋渫&聳御印槀≳ャヘ橳擺屋35隸掮7/12＄詔

忘辞苺槀楾域抦┛

ユ覇醸分橊竑槀≳悗〟Y訒＄覇榺Μ橊竑晶x捓佳縻

蠖梗鴦邂こ゚&唐圀洩沬旺縟麝＄鶫隸官タ齧洩圴く鴦籾縟

麝┛頓橆＄こ゚嬉傑鑷押悗〟＄榰こ゚遺職悗〟┛鵆鶫ヘ押値

鏞歡栂黝黝ε小⁇凴どΟ35淳罕醸晶x＄覇博ャ隸孛淳歲

陌佬洛鴬П茯ュ穀週ナ姉┛ 

9.槀≳9虎v (cold soak):栂≳┛ュこ゚く榺Μ麸𡢽

拭横┛腰氎尊❀φδ9虎開:栂≳韋頓δ洩妍栂黝栂穀券

鵝'03đ儃'03楾＄梏I嗎券情鼏札忘声O悲┛こ゚悗I薰Μ黝

㌻35薰Μ臚寰＄榰こ゚歵ヘ悗I茣鴘声鬱倦＄榺毚曰ラ凴ど

縻吿鑄Ο濕擺屋曇朵槀≳┛I嗎ボ収詔忘辞森 200 Μ縻鴦

籾鼏O＄濔鼛奧罕鶫鼏O槀≳悗I┛ヘ倻│岏＄こ゚槀≳Ζ

尞栂≳＄ヘ尞𩸕奧穴鞘＄紹ヘ尞𩸕奧偦ア0コ寉35鰯ś┛

婀繁栂黝詔忘綳こ゚槀≳籾尞栂≳┛弥黝僦値鏞歡栂黝収尞

栂≳詔忘綳こ゚ 8 Μ婀隸縻鴦圾隸掮┛

榺茜栂≳35И團毚曰意浡э小ユI嗎鼏O35擺屋以炊┚

Ο濕35肄麸以炊声偦ア0コ寉35鰯ś＄榺茜以炊妍奧黝僦

献璡槀≳đ儃┛

ゔы尞縻ゔメ尞栂≳洩龥8逃黝ε声/縻鼪捓声珍堊┛栂

≳匵✂弥𪘚Y洽э栂黝35鵝槑偦●┛覇栂≳殮Ο＄И團妍ホ

ヘ尞脉┚禾ホ罕鶫蜚腰O悲梏悗〟韋心唸覇鵜鴬擺囉聳狉┛

10.邉┛┛嗎栂Ο麕濔忘晶x罕鶫捓佳＄ュ棙ュ濔舂濕＄

栂黝飴鶫Ζ齧メ桿35較割鸚┛榺П韋δ夷σ㍍茜凴ど声吿鑄

Ο濕洩紅𥐮ヘ押擺屋以炊覇圾梫鈑趨′縻鈑鶇″隸掮献𠥼嚨

痳35栂黝35初頓＄印問較覇梗x捓佳隸忘ヰ十面コ┛

7. Choose technology. Most owners will make choices 

based on compatibility, durability and ease of maintenance, 

whether it is the latest technology available and whether the sys-

tems can be easily upgraded. 

One recent trend is to incorporate interface docks for per-

sonal entertainment devices. This began several years ago as pas-

sengers began coming aboard with MP3 players and looking for a 

dock that would allow them to view videos and listen to music on 

the cabin-entertainment system, using large in-place monitors to 

share content with traveling companions. This trend could go a 

step further as tablet computers and high-speed Internet connec-

tions render even in-flight satellite television irrelevant.

8. Agree on milestones. This is the standard means of 

marking the progress of a completion or refurbishment project. 

Most completion and refurbishment centers will assign an individ-

ual, or even a team of technicians, to walk through at prearranged 

points in the process to ensure that the job is on schedule and the 

work meets specifications. These milestones typically represent 

points at which an approval is required before moving forward, 

and they may include progress payments.

Catching a problem or demanding a change at this point 

will almost always be less costly–sometimes much less costly–

than at a later point. So look at everything, and closely. One 

jet owner visited the partially finished lavatory and discovered 

that, when seated there was no way the occupant could reach 

the bathroom tissue. 

9. Take a “cold soak” flight. Don’t let the term throw 

you. The manufacturers call the flight that because the airplane 

is taken to its maximum certified altitude and put through its 

paces. Every drawer in every cabinet, every button and every 

switch is tested, most often by the completion or refurbishment 

center team. The list may include 200 items or more, all of which 

must be checked off. There are often two such flights, one for 

the company and another for the aviation authority’s representa-

tive. Small aircraft may require multiple flights. Larger-cabin jets 

might spend eight hours or more on a single flight.

The number of passengers on these flights is usually limited to 

individuals involved in the test program, the center’s own techni-

cians and the aviation authority representatives who will certify 

the interior.

The second or third flight is reserved for the owner and/or 

consultant and guests. It will last the equivalent of the aircraft’s 

maximum range. On the way, the passengers will be served a 

meal, play with all the controls and examine the workmanship 

for any flaws.

10. Relax. Don’t worry if you don’t catch every little prob-

lem. That’s why you have a warranty, which normally applies 

for two or three years. That’s also why some completion and 

refurbishment centers will assign an individual to follow your 

airplane for weeks, even months, to ensure a prompt fix for 

anything that goes wrong. n

Hundreds of design choices 

resulted in this VVIP galley (shown 

here in a computer rendering) by 

Loher Raumexklusiv. Make such 

decisions early or they will take a 

bigger bite out of your wallet.

Airbus created this Phoenix Cabin Concept 

for Airbus Corporate Jet customers in Asia. 

The circular table shown in the computer 

rendering here facilitates work-related 

discussions and dining. 
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